Results on analyses involving W γ and Zγ production from the CDF and D0 experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider at √ s = 1.96 TeV are presented here. Using 1-2 fb −1 of data, cross sections, anomalous coupling limits, and the W γ Radiation Amplitude Zero are reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
Boson self-interactions are a consequence of SU (2) L × U (1) Y gauge symmetry. Certain self-interactions such as W W γ are required by the standard model (SM), while others such as ZZγ and Zγγ are forbidden. If these trilineargauge couplings are not as the SM predicts, then new physics may lead to striking deviations in the kinematics of the process compared to the SM prediction, such as enhancement of the photon energy spectrum at large E γ T . The W γ process offers another window on new physics. Gauge theory predicts that any four particle tree amplitude involving one or more gauge bosons may be factorized into a part depending on charge alone and a second part depending on spin and polarization. At a particular point in phase space, the charge part will cause the amplitude to vanish. For W γ, this effect leads to a zero [1] (the Radiation Amplitude Zero, RAZ) in the angular distribution of the photon in the CM frame of the incoming quarks. But in hadron collisions determination of this frame is difficult because the direction of the ν that decayed from the W is unknown. Therefore instead, the charge-signed rapidity difference [2] defined to be Q × ∆y (Q is the charge of the decayed from the W and ∆y is the − γ rapidity difference) is used. At the Tevatron, the psuedorapidity difference (∆η) is an accurate replacement for ∆y. The RAZ then appears as a dip in this distribution at Q × ∆η ≈ −1/3. Non-SM trilinear-gauge couplings act to wash out the dip as does final state radiation.
The key to the analyses described here is excellent photon identification. Photons appear similar to electrons in detectors, but photons do not have an associated track. Both CDF and D0 utilize preshowers to enhance discrimination of photons against jets. D0 uses calorimeter layers as well as the preshower measurement to point back to the vertex of the photon to further reject jets. CDF also removes photons generated by electron bremsstrahlung with tracks in the silicon detector. Photon efficiency is mainly determined by Monte Carlo studies, but for low energies it is possible to verify the simulations with low energy final state radiation Zγ events.
Zγ → γ
In the SM at tree level, Zγ is produced by initial state radiation (ISR) and final state radiation (FSR) diagrams shown in Fig. 1 The cross section measurements are shown in Table I . The E γ T spectra are shown in Fig. 2 . No deviation from the SM prediction is observed.
Limits are placed on on anomalous ZZγ and Zγγ couplings. ZV γ couplings (where V is either Z or γ) are parameterized by CP violating parameters (h Fig. 4 . The corresponding D0 analysis [7] is optimized to examine the RAZ discussed above and examined 700 pb will obscure the dip. The background subtracted signal yields are 130 ± 14 ± 3.4 for eνγ events and 57 ± 8.8 ± 1.8 for the µνγ events (uncertainties are statistical and systematic respectively). These results compare well to the SM predictions of 120 ± 12 and 77 ± 9.4 for eνγ and µνγ respectively. The measured E γ T spectrum is displayed in Fig. 4 . No deviation from the SM is observed. Using the photon E T spectrum, 95% CL limits on anomalous W W γ couplings are determined to be 0.49 < κ γ < 1.51, −0.12 < λ γ < 0.13 where in the SM coupling parameters κ γ = 1 and λ γ = 0 (for this analysis form factor Λ = 2 TeV). These limits are the best at a hadron collider and are a direct examination of the W W γ vertex.
The background subtracted data are used to construct the Q × ∆η distribution as shown on the left in Fig 5 . Depicted on the right in Fig 5 is a study to determine the significance of the dip that is apparent in the Q × ∆η distribution. Two bins are chosen, one that for the SM covers the dip region and an equally sized bin to its left that samples the preceding peak (see the inset in the figure) . The ratio of events in the dip bin to the small maximum bin (R) is measured. If R < 1 then a dip is observed. A value of R = 0.64 is observed in the data. A minimal unimodal hypothesis (MUH) is generated with anomalous couplings -this model is on the verge of not having a dip. 10,000 pseudo-experiments (SM and MUH) are performed to determine the significance of the R value. In the ensemble tests, 28% of SM experiments had a higher value of R, indicating that the measurement is consistent with the SM. Only 45 MUH experiments out of 10,000 had an R value below the data. The conclusion is that the probability that a MUH hypothesis could fluctuate to the data R value or lower is 45/10, 000; p = (4.5 ± 0.7) × 10 −3 corresponding to a Gaussian 2.6σ. D0 thus makes the first measurement of the Q × ∆η distribution and it is indicative of the RAZ of the Standard Model.
CONCLUSIONS
Diboson physics is extremely important for testing the Standard Model. W γ and Zγ production show no hints of a deviation from the SM. Therefore, limits were set on anomalous couplings. The Radiation Amplitude Zero in the W γ system is also measured via the charge-signed rapidity distribution for the first time.
